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PRESENT David Riley – Chairman 

  Jeff Armitage – Deputy Chairman 
  Jo Gillespie 
  Andrew Cooper 
  Ra Hennessy 
  Roy Lambden 
  Nick Elderfield 
  James Evans 
  Steve Cooper 
  Chris Preston 
  Stuart McIntosh Harbour Master/Chief Executive 

 
In Attendance: Deputy Harbour Master – Marine Services/Pilot Ed Walker. 

  
1.   DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Declarations of Interest and Declarations of Related Party Transactions for Cowes Harbour 
Commissioners are documented in the CHC Interest Records and on the CHC website.  

 
2.   APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  

 County Press Reporter. 
 

3. MINUTES OF THE MONTHLY JULY MEETING 
The minutes of the meeting held on Friday, 27th July 2018 having been sent out it was resolved 
that they be signed as a true and complete record of business transacted.  

 
4.   MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 

Declarations of Interest: HM reported that the website had been updated with regard to Chris 
Preston’s new role as Chair of the RYA Board, but that information also needed to be added for 
the new Commissioners Steve Cooper and James Evans. 

Action: HM 
 
5. HARBOUR MASTER / CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT MARCH 2018 
2.4 Environmental: HM stated that the environmental and sustainable dredging project would 
be an agenda item.  

 
7. OHP & Development Sites: HM stated this would be an agenda item.  

 
5. HARBOUR MASTER / CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT JULY 2018 
Isle of Wight Fuels: HM stated that the Board had noted and considered the issue regarding 
shipping fuel to the Island and that CHC would have further discussions with Isle of Wight 
Fuels to ascertain their plans going forward. 

Action: HM 
 

8. Proposed Yarmouth-Cowes MCZ – Marine Conservation Area 
HM reported that CHC has submitted a response to the consultation, highlighting again CHC’s 
concern regarding the Lepe / Saltmead anchorage.  
 
9. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
Isle of Wight Council Regeneration Strategy Consultation: HM stated that this would be an 
agenda item. 

Minutes of the Meeting of 
Cowes Harbour Commission 

held at the 
Harbour Office, Town Quay, Cowes 

on Friday, 21st September 2018 
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5.   HARBOUR MASTER / CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT SEPTEMBER 2018  

The Harbour Master/Chief Executive’s report was circulated with the papers for the meeting 
and was fully considered by the Board. The report is attached to these Minutes as a matter of 
record. The HM highlighted the following to Commissioners: 
 
2. Port Marine Safety Code 
2.1.2 Incident Reports 

HM informed Commissioners that there had been a number of safety related issues with 
regard to the management and delivery of the safety plans for the Cowes Offshore 
Powerboat Races weekend. HM confirmed that he was in communications with the event 
organisers with regard to this matter. Following discussion, Chairman David Riley stated 
that Commissioners acknowledge that it is in the interests of stakeholders for the event to 
continue but CHC will be looking to the organisers to ensure that they have a safety plan in 
place for next year that is acceptable to CHC. 

Action: HM 
 
HM stated that he is very aware of the concerns raised by Commissioners with regard to 
speeding vessels in the harbour, and concerns that CHC is potentially not taking enough 
action and not having enough visibility of CHC patrol craft on the water. HM stated that he 
shares these concerns and has discussed them with Deputy Harbour Master – Statutory, 
Jon Kidd and CHC Designated Person, Capt. Martin Phipps. HM stated that a meeting had 
been held with Jo Gillespie, Commissioner for Safety and Security, to discuss some of the 
proposed actions, including more patrol hours and better monitoring of patrolling, and the 
installing of AIS trackers on patrol vessels. HM reported that additionally, the Royal Yacht 
Squadron has in principle agreed for the installation of an extra CCTV camera to cover The 
Green area. HM stated that there are a number of measures that CHC is looking to 
implement for next year. 

Action: HM 
 
HM stated that he believes CHC’s policy of education first and enforcement as a last resort 
is the right policy, and patrol officers issue a ticket when they stop someone for a potential 
breach, which is recorded by CHC. However, HM stated that the tickets also need to show 
if the patrol officer thinks it is worthy for a follow-up letter from the HM or Deputy Harbour 
Master to be sent, and stated that CHC has issued only a limited number of these warning 
letters this year.  

Action: HM 
 
Andrew Cooper commented on the number of times he has seen yachts going in front of 
the Chain Ferry and enquired whether CHC should consider installing additional signage. 
HM responded that CHC is looking into further signage. HM informed Commissioners about 
a recent incident caught on the harbour CCTV where an outbound yacht, during a strong 
ebb tide situation, had hit the chains whilst the Chain Ferry was crossing and the yacht was 
slowed and tilted over before becoming free of the chains. HM stated that he would check 
whether the video could be used as a “lesson learned” tool in a future E-newsletter.  

Action: HM 
 
Andrew Cooper enquired regarding the meaning of “other reportable incidents” and the HM 
stated that this means any other reports that do not fit into the existing categories. HM 
stated that Deputy Harbour Master Jon Kidd could provide a breakdown.  

Action: HM  
 

2.5 CHC Advisory Committee 
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HM reported that the September Advisory Committee meeting had been very well attended 
with good comments and interaction from members. HM stated that the Advisory 
Committee minutes would be available on the CHC website in due course. 

Action: HM 
 
3.   Cowes Harbour Authority 

Chain Ferry Works – update 
HM reported that CHC continues to maintain pressure on the Isle of Wight Council to find 
resolutions to the Chain Ferry issues and is continuing to assist wherever possible. CHC 
has reiterated that its position, as stated in the formal letter of protest sent in November 
2017, cannot be compromised.   
 

3.3 Communications & Marketing 
HM reported that the Cowes Harbour Landmark Design Competition had been launched 
and thanked Ra Hennessy and the communications team for their work on this project. 
 
HM stated that three webcams are now available for stakeholders to view on the CHC 
website.  

 
6.   FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT AUGUST 2018 

The Commissioners noted that the financial management report for August 2018 had been 
considered in detail in the “In Committee” section of the meeting. The Commissioners noted 
that the accounts as presented in the management report had been in order and agreed. 

 
7.   OHP & DEVELOPMENT SITES REPORT 

HM stated that at the Annual Public Meeting in May, CHC had given a commitment to 
stakeholders to report on and confirm the situation and proposed next stages of the Outer 
Harbour Project (OHP) by the end of the summer. HM stated that CHC is now in a position to 
provide this update on recent developments, as promised. 
 
HM reported that CHC delivered a detailed briefing on the OHP to the Harbour Advisory 
Committee (CHAC) at its September meeting, and that stakeholder organisations including the 
Isle of Wight Council, Cowes and East Cowes Town Councils, and Bob Seely MP have also 
received the update. 
 
HM stated that in summary, CHC has continued negotiations with the developer Victoria Quay 
Estate Limited (VQEL) and its investors, but have been unable to reach agreement on the final 
form of the Harbour Infrastructure Funding Agreement (HIFA) by the agreed deadline of 31st 
July 2018, despite CHC’s efforts.  
 
HM stated that in August, VQEL had informed CHC that the Isle of Wight Council planning 
consent for Victoria Quay Marina had time lapsed. CHC understands that this will result in 
VQEL having to re-submit and apply for a new planning consent, which could take up to seven 
months. 
 
HM reported that at the Advisory Committee’s September meeting, CHAC members had been 
consulted on the Commissioner Working Group’s recommendations, as follows: 
 
1) CHC is not in a position to sign the Harbour Infrastructure Funding Agreement due to a 
number of outstanding and materially significant issues. 
 
2) CHC to reconfirm its commitment to deliver a dredged Eastern Channel at the earliest 
opportunity and preferably this winter, subject to acceptable costs. 
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3) CHC to continue communications with Homes England, VQEL, the Isle of Wight Council and 
other key parties on the way forward. 
 
HM stated that following discussion, the Advisory Committee had stated its position as broadly 
supportive of the CHC proposals, including going ahead with the planned Eastern Channel 
dredge, provided that harbour users receive “best value” out of this stakeholder dividend 
project.  
 
HM confirmed that the Advisory Committee’s feedback had been taken into account at the 
September Board meeting, when Commissioners considered the issues, including potential 
further investment by CHC into the Outer Harbour Project.  
 
Following extensive discussion, Chairman David Riley confirmed that the Board had agreed in 
principle to approve the Commissioner Working Group recommendations, that CHC is not in a 
position to sign the current version of the HIFA but should proceed with funding the Eastern 
Channel dredge this winter, subject to receiving an acceptable proposal from the dredging 
contractor. HM stated that the Commissioners’ decision had taken into account CHC’s 
overriding objective to ensure safety in the harbour is prioritised. 

Action: HM 
 
Chairman David Riley confirmed that CHC remains available to continue communications with 
Homes England and VQEL and other key parties as it has always been, with the option to 
negotiate an unconditional HIFA and construction of the Shrape Breakwater extension when 
the Victoria Quay Marina planning consent issue is resolved.  
 
KINGSTON WHARF 
Chairman David Riley stated that the Board had also reviewed and discussed the current 
position on CHC’s Kingston Wharf site. 

 
8.   IWC REGENERATION STRATEGY - CONSULTATION 

HM stated that the Isle of Wight Council are currently consulting on their new proposed 
Regeneration Strategy. HM reported that he had attended an IW Council presentation and 
workshop the evening before at The Sugar Store, Shepards Marina. HM highlighted to 
Commissioners some of the key points that he viewed as important for CHC to respond to 
before the consultation end date of 12th October: 

 
1) Under the new IW Council Regeneration Strategy there is a significant potential conflict 

between the IW Council objectives to maximise their property portfolio asset value and 
development income generation against the regeneration strategy for the Island. 

 
2) The IW Council has broken down the Island into around six different geographical 

areas, based on trying to have the same population numbers in each area, not based 
on areas with the same regeneration issues and objectives. HM stated that historically, 
CHC considers the whole of the Medina Valley as one area, and referred to the vast 
amount of work done on the IW Council’s Medina Area Action Plan, that looks at the 
whole marine “highway or corridor” into the Island both for transportation and for 
economic generation. HM stated that the IW Council has now split the Medina Valley 
into several areas under the new Regeneration Strategy, and it appears that the Medina 
Area Action plan had been discarded. 

 
3) The Regeneration Strategy does not appear to address the viability and deliverability of 

the projects, or to ensure that the projects to be taken forward meet certain stress tests 
with regard to viability, deliverability and timelines.  
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4) The Strategy does not appear to pick up on the joined up transportation and gateway 
issues, and does not address in the infrastructure section; the issues such as the 
importance of the commercial wharves, the risks to them and issues such as oil 
supplies to the Island.  

 
HM commented that there are some good elements to the Strategy, including the cross-Medina 
link, that is important for the future of the Island. HM stated that CHC could also potentially 
comment on the Newport Harbour development. HM recommended that he and Commissioner 
Steve Cooper, with his professional strategic planning knowledge, should draw up a draft 
response and circulate it to Commissioners for comment for approval before the mid-October 
date for stakeholder comments.  

Action: HM/SC 
 

9.   SUSTAINABLE DREDGING REPORT - UPDATE 
Copies of the “Sustainable Maintenance Dredging Project Plan” report were circulated with the 
papers for the meeting. HM stated that another well attended dredging stakeholder meeting 
had been held a couple of months ago where CHC and Dr. Rob Nunny, the estuarine 
sedimentation consultant commissioned by CHC, gave a presentation update. HM reported 
that the presentation included an outline proposal for a trial Water Injection Dredge in a number 
of small areas, now that CHC has robust data and also up-to-date and current turbidity 
monitoring in place.  
 
HM stated that there was also a presentation by Van Ord, one of the leading contractors in 
Water Injection Dredging and sustainable dredging. HM reported that Van Ord have also 
indicated they are prepared to share the financial risk of any trials. HM stated that the pros and 
cons of Water Injection Dredging had been discussed by stakeholders, after Van Ord had left 
the meeting, with the stakeholders saying that it was worth taking the project to the next stage. 
HM referred Commissioners to the update report, which proposes the next stages, and stated 
that with the Board’s support, the report and recommendations would be shared with the 
dredging stakeholders to measure their support. The Board approved this proposal. 

Action: HM 
 

10.   ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
a) Stakeholder Relations Portfolio Review Paper 
Chris Preston reported that the Stakeholder Relations Portfolio Review paper had been 
discussed at the Advisory Committee (CHAC) meeting and the paper’s two recommendations 
accepted by the CHAC: 

1) The Chairman of the Advisory Committee should and will present at the CHC Annual 
Public Meeting. 

2) The Advisory Committee would welcome different Commissioners attending the CHAC 
meetings to explain their portfolio and engage directly with CHAC members. 

 
b) Board Meeting Dates 2019 
HM enquired whether the Commissioners had all received the proposed meeting dates for 
next year and agreed to circulate the dates again. 

Action: HM 
 

 As there was no further business the Chairman formally closed the public section of the meeting 
at 1245.  

 
Date of next four meetings: 
Friday, 26th October 2018 
Friday, 23rd November 2018 
Friday, 25th January 2019 
Friday, 22nd February 2019 


